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Abstract: Reformation of religion does not entail changing the very teaching
of Islam or the introduction of un-Islamic elements into Islam. Rather
reformation of religion is a return to the original sources of Islam as practiced
during the period of the Prophet (SAS) and early generations of muslims,
unadulterated by the practices and beliefs that contravened Islam. This salafÊ
reformist discourse, as the historical evidence shows, was adopted by Shaykh
Tahir in his attempts to reform Islam in colonial Malaya.
In 1930, Shaykh MuÍammad Bisyuni Imran, a prominent ≤Élim in
Sambas, West Borneo wrote to al-ManÉr requesting RashÊd RiÌÉ to
ask Shakib Arslan, RiÌÉ’s reformist colleague, to answer his queries
on two important issues.1 First, why are the Muslims, especially those
in the Malay-Indonesian world, weak and in a state of decline?
Second, why are non-Muslim nations advanced, and is it possible
for Muslims to emulate the Western model of advancement without
compromising their religious principles? In response, Arslan wrote
a series of articles in al-ManÉr, which were later published as a book
entitled LimÉdhÉ Ta≥akhkhara al-MuslimËn wa LimÉdhÉ Taqaddama
Ghayruhum? (Why are the Muslims Backward and why are the
Others Advanced?).2
The questions raised by Imran demonstrates that there was contact
between reform-minded Muslims in the Malay-Indonesian world and
key Middle Eastern salafiyyah figures. It also indicates Imran’s
familiarity with salafiyyah ideas as the issues of Muslim decay, and
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the possibility of following the Western model of development
without compromising Muslim faith has already been raised by
MuÍammad ≤Abduh. The probability of Imran’s exposure to such
ideas lies in the fact that during the early years of the twentieth
century, he studied at al-Azhar University. Inspired by the Egyptian
political journalism, Imran and his fellow Malay-Indonesian
sojourners in Cairo published al-IttiÍÉd in 1913.
Apart from Imran, there were many other Muslims in the Malay
world who were inspired by the salafiyyah thinking. The progressive
ideas of the salafiyyah motivated concerned Muslims in the region
to carry out an internal reform at their respective localities.3 K.H.A.
Dahlan and the MuÍammadiyah movement led such reforms in
Java,4 whereas a group of reformists, spearheaded by Haji Rasul,
Haji Abdullah Ahmad, and Shaykh Djamil Djambek carried out a
similar reform in West Sumatra.5
In British Malaya, the salafiyyah ideas influenced a group of
Muslim scholars. These ideas were brought to Malaya primarily
through reform-minded students/scholars who had studied in the
Middle East, and the circulation of salafiyyah writings such as al-
ManÉr that reached audiences in Malaya. Like the salafiyyah figures
in the Middle East, the primary concern of the local reformists was
the backwardness of the Malay-Muslim community and Muslim
Ummah at large.
Against the background of Malay backwardness, the reformists
believed that it is imperative for them to carry out a reform campaign
in their own society to redress the malady and problems confronting
them. In doing so, they believed that restoration of the purity of
Islamic teachings and practices are necessary for Muslims to get out
of the material slump and intellectual stagnation. The reformists also
urged the Muslims to free themselves from intellectual stagnation
by embracing ijtihÉd rather than adhering to taqlÊd (blind imitation).
Indeed, the rise of the reformists and their new kind of ideas,
which questioned the established practice and value system of the
traditional Malay society challenged the entrenched religious
hierarchies, the so called “Old Faction” represented by traditional
≤ulamÉ≥ at the village level, and by the administrators of Islamic
law at the local state level.6 This created a tension between the
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reformists and the traditional ≤ulamÉ≥ and Malay aristocrats in the
early decades of the twentieth century.
A prominent figure that epitomized the Malayan reformists was
Shaykh Muhammad Tahir  JaIaluddin who is regarded as the pioneer
and the first exponent of salafiyyah ideas in the Malay Indonesian
world.7 According to William Roff, a leading historian of Malaysia,
“Mohd. Tahir b. Jalaluddin, of all the reform groups, was probably
the most notable in intellect and scholarly achievement.”8
Despite Tahir’s preeminence, surprisingly, he has not received
the scholarly attention he deserves. This study examines some of
the major ideas and contributions of Tahir JaIaluddin to the Islamic
reformist discourse in colonial Malaya. After a brief introduction to
his life and works, the study analyses his ideas concerning
innovations in religious matters, the factors responsible for Malay
backwardness, and the forces hindering their progress.
Tahir  JalaluddÊn: Life and works
Muhammad Tahir bin Shaykh Muhammad or Shaykh Muhammad
Tahir  JaIaluddin al-Falaki (1869-1956) as he was popularly known,
was born on Tuesday, November 7, 1869 in Kota Tua Empat Angkat,9
a district in Bukit Tinggi, West Sumatra.10 He was born into an
established Minangkabau family with a strong tradition of Islamic
learning and leadership. His great grandfather was Tuanku Nan Tua,
the most prominent ≤Élim of Minangkabau who served as the master
teacher to the Padri warriors. Orphaned as a child, he was brought
up by a maternal aunt until he was sent to study in Makkah in 1881.
In Makkah Tahir stayed for twelve years with his older cousin,
Shaykh Ahmad aI-Khatib, a prominent teacher among the Ma1ay
community. In 1894, he pursued Is1amic learning at the famous al-
Azhar University in Cairo. It was probably here that Tahir was fully
exposed to ≤Abduh’s reformism and even formed friendship with
MuÍammad RashÊd RiÌÉ, the editor of al-ManÉr.11 After graduating
from al-Azhar in 1897, he returned to Makkah to help Shaykh
Ahmad aI-Khatib teach Ma1ay-Indonesian students. Among those
who studied with Tahir were the young Minangkabau students, Jamil
Djambek, Karim Amrullah and Abdullah Ahmad, who would 1ater
become prominent reformists in their homelands.
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After spending long years in the Middle East, Tahir  returned to
the Ma1ay world in 1899. In 1901, he married Aishah Haji Mustafa
in Perak and in 1906 opted to reside in Ma1aya permanently.I2 From
1903 to 1905, Tahir travelled to various parts of the Ma1ay world,
Java, Bali, Sembawa and Celebes, and the Middle East.I3
In the Ma1ay states, which were controlled by the Ma1ay rulers
in alliance with the traditional ≤ulamÉ≥, it was very difficult for the
≤ulamÉ≥ of reformist leaning to gain any position in public office.
Tahir, however, was an exception as he held public offices in two
Malay states of Perak and Johore.14 Apart from being a religious
functionary, Tahir with his reformist colleagues published al-ImÉm
in 1906 to promote reformist ideas. After devoting much of his life
to the reformist cause, Tahir died in Kuala Kangsar, Perak in 1956.
Tahir worked in a Malayan Islamic religious intellectual milieu
in the early twentieth century Malaya, which was characterised by
the polemics between the salafÊ oriented reformists and the madhhab-
oriented traditional scholars in the realm of Islamic jurisprudence.
Additionally, the Malay-Islamic intellectual development saw the
emergence of the AÍmadiyyah movement, which attracted a small
group of English-educated Malay intellectuals in Malaya. The advent
of this movement sparked opposition from both the traditionalist as
well as the reformist adherents. Tahir actively participated in these
debates.
In response to the traditionalist ShÉfi≤Ê version of jurisprudence,
some of which did not meet the requirements of the primary sources
of Islamic law, Tahir  published his major work entitled Risalah
Penebasan Bid≤ah di Kepala Batas (The Treatise on Clearing
Innovation in Kepala Batas), in which Tahir took the traditionalist
scholars to task with regard to a number of issues in Islamic worship
(≤ibÉdah). This work was actually published in response to a
religious polemic in 1952 in Kepala Batas, Penang, outlining his
own interpretation of innovation.15 Tahir was also involved in the
polemics against a traditional scholar, Haji Bakar, concerning the
status of the supererogatory prayer before the Friday prayer. This
polemics resulted in the publication of a book Ini Huraian yang
Membakar:Pada Menyatakan Hukum Dua Raka≤at Qabliyah
Juma≤at (This burning evidence: Stating the ruling of the
supererogatory prayer before the Friday prayer) refuting Haji Bakar’s
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contentions by arguing that such a prayer had not been established
by the authoritative sources of Islamic law and, therefore, an
innovation. This book was translated and published as KitÉb Ta≥yÊd
Muttabi≤ al-Sunnah fÊ al-Radd ≤alÉ al-QÉ≥il bi Sunniyah al-Rak≤atain
qabla al-Jum≤at (The book supporting the followers of the Sunnah
in refuting those claiming that the Friday supererogatory prayer is
sunnah). In response to the AÍmadiyyah movement, Tahir  published
Perisai Qadiani (The Qadiani shield), in which he declared the
AÍmadiyyah as heretics.
 Indeed, Tahir’s earliest work NatÊjat al-JalÉliyyah (The Jalaliyyah
Result) dealing with Islamic calendar and almanac was published in
1925. His other early work is ItÍÉf al-MurÊd fÊ ≤Ilm al TajwÊd
(Entertaining the disciples in the science of the recitation of Qur’an)
that deals with the method of Qur≥anic recitation. This was published
by Maktabah al-Jamiliyyah, Johor in 1928. It was used as a textbook
for standard one students at the Islamic school.
He also published NatÊjat al-UmmÊ li Ma≤rifat al-AwqÉt al-
Khamsah (The result/work of an illiterate man in determining the
times of the five daily prayers) in 1936 in which he provided
guidelines for ordinary Muslims to understand the basic principles
governing the determination of times for the five daily prayers.5
Another work related to the same topic is Pati Kiraan pada
Menentukan Waktu yang Lima dan Hal Qiblat Dengan Logaritma
(The essence of calculation for the five prayers and the Qiblah
through logarithm), was published in Singapore in 1938 by Al-
Ahmadiyyah press. This work is considered a valuable contribution
in the field of astronomy. Tahir was the first ≤Élim in Malaya to use
logarithm in calculating Islamic calendar. He learned astronomy
while studying in Makkah and Cairo.
However, Tahir’s major work is the “Treatise on Innovation.”
One central aspect of Tahir’s religious thought was his insistence on
strict adherence to the authentic religious practices of the Prophet
(SAS) and early Muslims. Tahir became more and more aware of
the gap between Islam as he conceived as pristine and the reality of
religious practices in Malaya. A natural result of this was his effort
to fight those religious practices that he believed deviated from true
Islam.
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Development of Islam in Malaya and Minangkabau
Tahir made profound contributions to the development of Islamic
reform and Islam in general in several ways. As regards the
introduction of Islamic reforms in the Malay-Indonesian world, he
is considered as the first exponent of the salafiyyah ideas in the
region. Armed with his experience in Cairo, familiarity with RiÌÉ’s
works, and even friendship with the editor of al-ManÉr, Tahir played
a pioneering role in the publication of al-ImÉm and served as its
first founding editor to promote the reformist ideas.
Tahir also became the foremost spokesperson for the Malayan
reformists in their confrontation against the traditional Muslim
scholars. Although the reformists possessed many other eloquent
and effective writers in their fold such as Sayyid Shaykh al-Hadi,
Tahir possessed something that many other reformists lacked,
namely, his solid credentials in Islamic learning as a graduate of the
famous al-Azhar University, and Islamic learning center in Makkah.
Despite  disagreement with Tahir’s ideas, the traditionalists still had
to take the reformist ideas seriously as they did not just come from
any ordinary Muslim, but from a scholar of reputable stature. Tahir’s
role in the purification of Islam was not only limited to his
confrontation against the traditional ls1am; he also acted as the
defender of the faith of Ahl Sunnah wal-JamÉ≤ah in denouncing
the teachings posing a threat to it.
Tahir’s role in the development of Islamic reform in
Minangkabau, which has not been fully realised, merits a fuller
discussion. It is argued that the development of Islamic reforms in
Minangkabau during the early decades of the twentieth century has
been influenced by two blood-related scholars: Ahmad aI-Khatib
and Tahir, both of whom resided and operated in alam rantau (the
area outside of Minangkabau).16 While the reformists’ puritanical
outlook, which denounced the Minangkabau matrilineal system and
mystical practices was probably derived from Ahmad, their
salafiyyah outlook was transmitted through Tahir Jalaluddin.17 The
first means linking Tahir to Minangkabau reformists were through
three students who studied with him in Makkah during the latter
years of the nineteenth century (ca. 1897-1899). These students were
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah, Haji Abdullah Ahmad, and Shaykh
Djami1 Djambek.18 Upon their return to Minangkabau, these students
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emerged as prominent ≤ulamÉ≥ and the leading voices of Islamic
reform in the area.
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah, well known as Haji Rasul, was born
into a family of respectable Minangkabau Muslim scholar in
Maninjau.19 After receiving his elementary Islamic learning in
Minangkabau, he went to Makkah in 1894 and studied there for
seven years. Two of his teachers were Ahmad aI-Khatib and Tahir
Jalaluddin.20 Tahir  not only instructed Haji Rasul in Islamic
astronomy, but also the saiafiyyah ideas. According to his son, Haji
Abdul Malik Karim Amrullah (known as Hamka):
Apart from learning Islamic astronomy from Tahir, my father
(Haji Rasul) had also learned about the reformist ideas from
the latter who openly expressed his leaning to the reformist
ideas of Afghani and ≤Abduh.21
When he returned to Maninjau in 1906, Haji Rasul started teaching.
His modus operandi was unique in that he did not confine his
teaching to one particular village or town. Rather, he visited and
taught at various areas and villages in Padang Panjang, Matur and
Padang.22 The energetic Haji Rasul was very active in promoting
the salafiyyah reformist ideas in West Sumatra. When Malayan
reformists led by his teacher, Tahir, published al-ImÉm in Singapore
in 1906, Haji Rasul served as one of its distributors in Minangkabau.23
Haji Abdullah Ahmad was born in Padang Panjang in 1878. After
completing his elementary secular education in the village school
and religious learning at home, he went to Makkah in 1895 and
remained there for four years to pursue Islamic learning.24 Apart
from learning from Ahmad al-Khatib, Abdullah also studied with
Tahir Jalaluddin. He returned to Minangkabau in 1899 and became
a teacher in Padang Panjang. While serving as a teacher there,
Abdullah launched a criticism against innovation and the local
mystical brotherhood. In doing so, Abdullah often consulted his
mentors, Ahmad aI-Khatib of Makkah and Tahir Jalaluddin in
Malaya.25
Like Haji Rasul, Abdullah served as al-ImÉm’s distributor in
Minangkabau. Besides, Abdullah also became al-ImÉm’s regular
correspondent. For example, in one of the editions, Abdullah
examined the periodical concerning the practice of marÍaban
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(chanting the name of MuÍammad, SAS), a religious performance
that was often practiced in West Sumatra and Malaya in conjunction
with the celebration of mawlid (the birth of MuÍammad, SAS).26
Abdullah’s two major contributions are his pioneering role in
publishing al-Munir, a reformist periodical that is parallel to al-ManÉr
and al-ImÉm; and establishing Adabiyyah School - a new kind of
Islamic school whose learning system differed from the way it was
traditionally taught in Minangkabau. It has been argued that
Abdullah’s initiative to publish al-Munir was partly influenced by
his teacher, Tahir who helped to publish al-ImÉm in Singapore. In
order to establish a new kind of Islamic school in Padang, Abdullah
solicited Tahir’s opinion and even visited the latter in Singapore
between 1906-1908. During this visit, Abdullah studied the
curriculum of the school, which helped him significantly in
establishing a similar school named Madrasah Adabiyyah in
Padang.27
The third prominent scholar who studied with Tahir was Shaykh
Djamil Djambek, a foremost scholar in Islamic astronomy in West
Sumatra.28 Born in Bukit Tinggi in 1860, Djamil went to Makkah in
1869 with his father to perform the pilgrimage. His father passed
away during the journey to Makkah. While in Makkah, Djamil was
adopted by a Minangkabau resident and scholar in Makkah, Shaykh
Salim. Djamil stayed in Makkah for nine years to pursue Islamic
studies. His teachers in Makkah included Ahmad al-Khatib and Tahir
Jalaluddin.29 Djamil was particularly interested and talented in Islamic
astronomy, which he learned from Tahir.30 After spending long years
in Makkah, Djamil returned to Minangkabau in 1903, where he
transited in Penang, toured the Malay peninsula and met his teacher,
Tahir, who had already resided in Malaya at that time.31
These three prominent Minangkabau scholars, who studied with
Tahir in Makkah, played a leading role in promoting Islamic reforms
in West Sumatra during the early twentieth century. Undoubtedly,
Tahir played some role in their exposure to the salafiyyah ideas,
which they promoted vigorously after returning to West Sumatra.
Through his famous students, Tahir played an indirect role in
promoting the reformist ideas to the Minangkabau world.
Tahir’s close connection with the Minangkabau reformists is
particularly evident during his visit to West Sumatra in 1923. As
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Hamka noted, the Minangkabau reformists received Tahir very
warmly. Hamka’s father, Haji Rasul, who held his teacher in the
highest regard, was particularly joyous with Tahir’s visit.32 According
to Hamka, Tahir’s arrival coincided with a period when the local
reformist movement, Sumatra Thawalib, whose leader was Haji
Rasul, was facing an internal leadership crisis, which threatened the
future of the movement. As a leader of the movement, Haji Rasul
placed his hope on Tahir to help him resolve this problem.33
Even after his return to Malaya in 1927, Tahir maintained contact
with his native land, Minangkabau. This is attested by numerous
correspondences between Tahir and Minangkabau figures who
sought Tahir’s advice on various issues. Thus, through the medium
of long distance contact, Tahir continued to provide inspiration and
guidance to prominent Minangkabau leaders and scholars that sought
his help.34
Innovation
The major preoccupation of Shaykh Tahir, as stated earlier, was related
to combating innovation (bid≤ah). It is, therefore, necessary to
examine briefly the meaning of bid≤ah. The Arabic word bid≤ah
comes from the root bada≤ah, which means to originate, introduce,
devise, contrive, improvise or to be inventive in a manner not done
before. Thus, bid≤ah is something which is new, or something that
was not done before, i.e., it has no precedent in religion. Muslim
jurists had developed elaborate classifications of innovation into
obligatory, recommended, forbidden, disliked and permitted. The
prominent Muslim scholar, al-ShÉÏibÊ, defines bid≤ah as:
 any new invention in religion, which closely resembles the
sharÊ≤ah, by which nearness to God is sought, (this innovation
is) not being supported by any authentic proof.35
A less technical definition of bid≤ah is provided by Duncan B.
McDonald, as follows:
The exact opposite of Sunnah, and means some view, thing or
mode of action the like of which has not been formerly existed
or been practised, an innovation, novelty.36
Traditional Muslim scholars of Malaya, by and large, adopted
ShÉfi’Ê’s view that there are two types of innovation in religious
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worship: al-bid≤ah al-Íasanah (the good innovation) and al-bid≤ah
al-ÌalÉlah (the deviated innovation). For example, traditionalist
Muslims considered the celebration of the birthday of MuÍammad
(SAS) in the Muslim month of MuÍarram as a good innovation
because although it was not sanctioned by the Qur≥Én and Sunnah,
it is beneficial to the Muslim community to remember and relive the
examples set by MuÍammad (SAS). Tahir, on the other hand,
admonished such a practice on the ground that MuÍammad (SAS)
himself neither celebrated nor commanded his companions to
celebrate his birthday.
As regard ShÉfi≤Ê’s contention that innovation in religious worship
can be categorized into good and bad, the reformists argue that
ShÉfi’Ê’s view is too feeble because the ÍadÊth that he provided to
support his argument is a weak ÍadÊth as it relies upon unknown
narrators. Tahir was of the opinion that all innovations in religion
are blameworthy, and in fact constitutes a major sin. The concept of
a good innovation in religious matters is simply unacceptable to
Tahir.
Tahir defined bid≤ah as the exact opposite of the Sunnah, i.e.,
the sayings, practices and living habits of the Prophet (SAS). Tahir
asserts that strictly speaking, any action or practice, which had no
precedent in the life of the Prophet (SAS) is bid≤ah. Bid≤ah, according
to Tahir, can be approached from two points of view, linguistic and
religious. Linguistically, any new thing that neither had existed nor
been practiced in the time of Prophet is bid≤ah.37
From the standpoint of Islamic law, to Tahir, bid≤ah is of three
types. The first is the innovation in faith such as the superstitious
and animistic beliefs and practices. Indeed, Muslim theologians
consider this as the worst form of innovation as it can lead to disbelief
(kufr). The second category of innovation is any addition to religious
observance itself such as the performance of the supererogatory
prayer before the Friday prayer. Tahir believes that innovations in
belief and religious observance are the opposite of the Sunnah, and
hence deviating and misleading. The third type is innovation in
custom. This category of innovation is not totally rejected. Rather,
some might be preferable for Muslims such as the construction of
minarets for mosques, while certain novelty even becomes obligatory
such as the compilation of the Qur≥Én during Abu Bakr’s caliphate.
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Tahir’s strong rejection of innovation is based on several well-
known traditions that admonished such practices. The most famous
tradition, which Tahir quoted in the preface to his book, is the
following:
I enjoin you to have fear of God and that you listen and obey,
even if a slave is made a ruler over you. He among you who
lives long enough will see many differences. So for you is to
observe my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly-principled
and rightly-guided successors, holding on to them with your
molar teeth. Beware of newly-introduced matters, for every
innovation (bid≤ah) is a deviation. The truest word is the
book of God, the best guidance is the guidance of MuÍammad,
the worse thing is novelty. Every new thing is an innovation.
Every innovation is deviation, and every deviation leads to
the hellfire.38
The second oft-quoted tradition, which provided the basis for the
reformist rejection of innovation is the saying: “Whosoever
introduces into this affair of ours (i.e., into Islam) something that
does not belong to it, it is to be rejected.” Risalah provides a detailed
analysis of the religious practices that were prevalent in Malaya,
that Tahir considered innovation. Those practices included aspects
of the Friday prayer, the controversy surrounding intention, and
finally, talqÊn (catechism).
Friday Prayer
Muslims regard Friday as the best day of the week, where adult
Muslim males are required to perform the congregational Friday
prayer. There is no dispute among the Muslim jurists that a
congregation is a necessary condition for the validity of the Friday
prayer.39 However, scholars differ on how many people are required
for the prayer. There are fifteen different opinions on this matter
and they are all mentioned by Ibn ×ajar in his FatÍ al-BÉrÊ. The
strongest opinion is that the Friday prayer is valid if there are two or
more people present since the Prophet (SAS) is reported to have
said that “Two or more constitute a congregation.” Malay Muslims
who, by and large, were and still are the followers of the ShÉfi≤Ê
school of law, had adhered to the opinion that a minimum of forty
qualified residents is a prerequisite for the validity of the Friday
prayer. In his section on the Friday prayer, Tahir takes this view to
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task. Basing his arguments on the Qur≥Én and Sunnah, Tahir argues
that there is no evidence indicating the necessity of having forty
people as a prerequisite for the Friday Prayer. According to him,
there is no confirmed ÍadÊth which enumerates a specific number
of people required for the congregational prayer.40 The Qur≥Énic
verse (62:10) which established the obligatory duty for the Muslims
to perform the prayer is as follows:
0 believers, when the Congregational Prayer is announced
on Friday, you shall hasten to the commemoration of God,
and drop all business. This is better for you, if you only knew.
Tahir argues that this Qur≥Énic verse did not specify any particular
number of Muslims required to perform the prayer and therefore it
is wrong to argue that 40 people is the minimum number necessary.
The Arabic plural pronoun used in the verse indicates that it is
commanded to a group of people.
Tahir argues that since three constitute plural in Arabic grammar,
three people can form the congregation required for the Friday
prayer.40 To counter the Malayan traditionalists further, Tahir cited
the opinion of Fakhr al-dÊn al-RÉzÊ (d. 370 Hijrah) and JalÉl al-DÊn
al-SuyËÏÊ. Tahir states that according to al-SuyËÏÊ there is no single
sound tradition that establishes the minimum quorum required for
the Friday prayer.41 Al-RÉzÊ’s and al-SuyËtÊ’s opinions are based on
the ÍadÊth narrated by JÉbir, which narrates that while the Prophet
(SAS) was delivering a Friday sermon a trade caravan arrived in
Medina, and hearing its noise and drum the audience rushed out of
the mosque to the caravan leaving only 12 men in the mosque with
the Prophet (SAS). Despite that, the Prophet (SAS) continued his
sermon and performed the prayer with only 12 men.
Tahir  contended that the actual stronger opinion within the ShÉfi≤Ê
school itself holds that the minimum number of people required for
the Friday prayer is 12, given the JÉbir’s ÍadÊth. This opinion is
stronger than the one contending that 40 people is the required
number for the Friday congregation, given the fact that the Prophet
did pray when there were only 12 of his companions remaining.42
According to Tahir, the traditionalist scholars who insisted that 40
people are required for the validity of the Friday prayer are the
followers of bid≤ah since the Qur≥Én and ÍadÊth do not specifically
determine the minimum number required for the prayer.
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Another innovation which Tahir stood against was “intention”
for prayer. Intention is a very important aspect of Islamic worship
as attested to by the famous Muslim tradition:
Every action is based upon intention. For everyone is what
he intended. Whoever made the migration to Allah and His
Prophet, then his migration is to Allah and His Prophet. He
whose migration is to achieve some worldly benefit or to take
some woman in marriage, his migration is for that for which
he migrated.43
While there is a consensus concerning the significance of intention,
Muslim jurists differed in respect of the manner in which intention
should be carried out, loudly or silently, or both. The issue that
caused controversy in colonial Malaya concerned specifically with
prayer.
A great majority of Muslims in Malaya believed that the
declaration of intention must be pronounced loudly before prayer.
Tahir strongly believes that such a practice is an innovation, which
has no precedent in the Qur≥Én and the ÍadÊth. There is no ÍadÊth,
authentic or weak, reported by the companions or their successors
(tÉbi≤Ên) condoning such a requirement. Likewise, none of the
founders of the four major schools of Islamic law, with the exception
of some ShÉfi≤Ê jurists, recotgnised its need.
Those arguing for the necessity of pronouncing the intention
loudly stood on shaky ground as their view was based on ShÉfi≤Ê’s
vague expression, which he made in regard to the question of
pilgrimage when he said that it is not obligatory for a pilgrim to
pronounce his intention loudly as it is required for prayer where
one needs to make the loud pronouncement. This vague expression
of “the loud pronouncement” by ShÉfi≤Ê gave rise to varying
interpretations.
First, the statement refers to the intention itself, thus, establishing
the obligatory nature of loud pronouncement of intention during
prayer. Tahir, on the other hand, argues that such interpretation as
adopted by the traditional scholars in Malaya, is erroneous. This is
because, as Tahir claims, the majority of the scholars including al-
GhazÉn and al-NawawÊ are of the opinion that the ShÉfi≤Ê’s statement
of “the loud pronouncement” does not refer to intention, rather to
the takbÊr (the pronouncement of God is Great), which is an obligatory
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act of prayer. In short, according to Tahir, the traditionalist view on
this matter is rejected because at most they relied on a weak ÍadÊth,
which had been nullified by several authentic aÍadÊth contradicting
the traditionalist viewpoint.
Another Malay customary religious practice that Tahir criticised
was talqÊn.44 This practice grew out of the theological belief that
immediately after the completion of burial, the deceased would be
visited by the angels, Munkar and NakÊr, who would then ask the
deceased questions to determine his or her real belief and to exact
punishment if the answers were wrong.45 While Muslim theologians
maintained that the questions posed by the angels could be answered
correctly only if the deceased had lived a pious and good life, the
practice grew out of giving one last prompting to the deceased during
the burial ceremony by reciting the confession of the faith.
The religious functionary performing the ceremony recited the
funeral speech in Arabic, and sometimes followed by the Malay
translation. Tahir clearly disapproved this practice, arguing that it
was not commanded in the Qur≥Én, Sunnah or the practice of the
companions. Rather, it is argued that talqÊn was an accretion taken
into religious practice over the centuries, and hence an innovation,
unacceptable in matters of religious worship. Furthermore, Tahir
states that none of the founders of the four major schools of Islamic
law ever condoned such a practice.46 In Tahir’s judgment, talqÊn
was bid≤ah, which only came into practice at the end of the third
century of Hijrah and those who are in favour of it only relied on a
weak ÍadÊth, which cannot be accepted as an evidence.47 In his
rejection of talqÊn, Tahir based his opinion on the Qur≥Én, the ÍadÊth
narrated by BukhÉrÊ, Muslim, Abu DÉud, TirmizÊ, and AÍmad ibn
×anbal, along with the religious opinion of the famous Malay-
Indonesian Muslim scholar of Patani origin, Shaykh Daud al-Fatani.
From the analysis of Tahir’s RisÉlah, it is apparent that the principal
criteria, which Tahir used to determine whether a religious worship
is an innovation or not are the two primary sources of Islamic law:
Qur≥Én and Sunnah. Departing from this principle, any religious
worship not sanctioned by the primary sources of Islamic law,
although the ShÉfi≤Ê jurist may have sanctioned it, is considered an
innovation. In this regard, Tahir adopted a very strict position, which
upholds that religious worship cannot be performed unless there is
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legitimizing evidence from the Qur≥Én and Sunnah. Tahir’s non-
compromising attitude on this matter is based upon the famous
ÍadÊth, which states that: “Whoever performs an action that is not
according to our way will be rejected.” This ÍadÊth is used as a
criterion for judging external actions or performance of ≤ibÉdah. If
an action is not done in accordance to the sharÊ≤ah or the Sunnah of
the Prophet (SAS), it will be rejected and not accepted by God.
Malay Backwardness, Progress and Colonial Powers
Tahir was not as astute in social and political criticism as he was
with Islamic studies.48 As such, he did not produce any major work
analysing the Malay problems. However, his lack of literary
productivity in social and political criticism did not mean that Tahir
was neither aware of nor concerned with the problems confronting
the Malays. His views on these issues can be found by examining
several articles appearing in the reformist periodical and his religious
works, where he made occasional references to the problems of the
Malays.
In the preface to the RisÉlah, Tahir expressed his anguish at the
sorry state of the Muslims whom he characterized as living at the
edge of destruction.49 Tahir’s statement attested to the fact that he
was indeed concerned with the problems of the Malays and the socio-
economic slump they were stuck in. Like many other concerned
Malay intellectuals of his time, this alarming situation of the Malays
urged him to analyse and find out the reasons behind this crisis. As
a religious scholar who was more at home with Islamic doctrines
than with the social sciences, Tahir approached the problem of Malay
stagnation from the theological standpoint. He contended that the
Malays’ inertia and stagnation did not stem from Islam. Instead,
their situation was due to their own ignorance and negligence of
Islam.
As a result of this ignorance, the Muslims were unable to
distinguish between right from wrong. Furthermore, they continued
to cling on to their ancestral customs that did not meet the demands
of the time and even contradicted Islam. In this regard, Tahir shared
with other Muslim reformers like ≤Abduh and RiÌÉ the conviction
that Muslim weakness and stagnation stemmed from their deviation
from the “true” Islam. In order to revitalize their conditions in Malaya,
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Muslims had to recommit themselves to understanding and living
according to Islam as promulgated by the Qur≥Én and Sunnah, and
as exemplified by the early generations of Muslims. In other words,
the Muslims need to return to the “true” Islam.
Tahir’s conception of the “true” Islam entailed the precepts of
the Qur≥Én and Sunnah without the admixture of un-Islamic beliefs
and practices. Thus, in order for Muslims in Malaya to practice and
live according to the “true” Islamic precepts, it was necessary for
them to purify their beliefs and practices from any un-Islamic
elements which corrupted the form of Islam that they had adopted
and practiced. The sole basis in distinguishing the “pure” Islam from
the “tainted” Islam was the Qur≥Én and Sunnah. Tahir urged the
Muslims to base their religious worship in accordance with the
teachings of the Qur≥Én and Sunnah, and not on the established
opinions formulated by the great scholars of Islam.50 In general,
they must reject any innovations in religious practice.
As noted previously, Tahir was aware of the fact that the form of
Islam as practiced in Malaya was strongly influenced by the time-
honoured Malay custom, some of which clearly contradicted Islam.
He contended that the traditional ≤ulamÉ≥ accommodated some of
the old un-Islamic customs in the Malay society by defending
existing religious beliefs and practices prevalent in Malaya. As such,
Islam as practiced in Malaya remained intermingled with superstition
and un-Islamic elements and thus, seriously needed to be reformed
and purified.
Tahir argues that in order to solve this problem and revitalize the
Malays’ socio-economic condition, Muslims should carry out a
religious reform that would bring about great benefits to Muslims
the same way Martin Luther’s reformation did to the European
Christians. In order to convince Muslims to embrace a religious
reform, Tahir emphasised that a religious reform would not be
threatening to the Islamic faith. This is because religious reforms
would not introduce any new additions to Islam, neither would it
reduce the Islamic rules, which had been clearly and firmly
established by Islamic evidences.51
Tahir assures his Malay audience that they should not be resistant
to religious reforms because these would not introduce foreign un-
Islamic elements into Islam. Rather rectification and reformation of
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religion, according to him, represented a return to the original
teachings of Islam as practiced in the period of the Prophet (SAS)
and early generations of Muslims, unadulterated by the customs,
practices, and beliefs that contravened Islam. To Tahir, the life of
MuÍammad (SAS) and the early generations of Muslims represented
the golden age and normative period for Muslims throughout the
ages. In short, Tahir believed that only by returning to the models
set by MuÍammad (SAS) and the early generations of Muslims, could
the Malays revitalize their conditions.
Tahir was aware of the official ≤ulamÉ≥ and Malay aristocrats’
reluctance and unwillingness to embrace a religious reform because
it would threaten their positions in the Malay society. Despite that,
he placed high hopes on the Malay rulers, and the official ≤uIamÉ≥
who  Tahir believed should spearhead the process of religious reform.
This was particularly pivotal because they were in positions of power,
and thus, would be able to bring about wide reaching changes in
the society.
Tahir’s articles on the significance of reform in Malaya only
provided a general, mostly theological, explanation for the
backwardness of the Malays and the religious prescription to cure
this ill. They neither provided a systematic analysis of their  problems,
nor offered a specific plan of action that Malays need to undertake
to revitalize themselves. Tahir’s analysis in the articles was primarily
restricted to religious reform. Thus, there was no reference to the
question of Muslim interaction with and adoption of positive aspects
of Western knowledge and technology. Since Tahir’s writings
provide no detailed information about his attitude toward Western
technology and progress, it may be assumed that he was totally
opposed to borrowing from the West.
It appears, however, that though Tahir did not openly champion
Muslim adoption of the positive aspects of Western ideas and
technology, at heart, his attitude towards Western ideas and
institutions was positive. A case in point was his dialogue with Datuk
Haji Batuah, a local Minangkabau political activist, surrounding the
question of the struggle for independence. The following is the
dialogue between the two, which took place at Batuah’s house:
Batuah:...My brother, we must condemn the rulers because
they often commit wrongdoings. This is very obvious as I
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have worked with them for a long time. ...Therefore we should
demand independence for our country.
Tahir: Independence requires several conditions. From my
point of view, the time to rule ourselves has not come yet. If
we want independence it is obligatory upon us ...to acquire
perfect knowledge in all aspects, including religious
knowledge and skills, which the Europeans possess....We also
must have enough material wealth. With all these conditions
we may achieve security and independence, otherwise these
ideas cannot be achieved and if we insist (to acquire it) ...it
will endanger ourselves. This is prohibited by Islamic law.52
In this dialogue, Tahir emphasized that it was significant for Muslims
not only to acquire Islamic learning but also to embrace positive
aspects of Western skills and technologies, which contributed to the
advancement and supremacy over the Muslim world.
Tahir and Politics
Tahir was basically non-political. He neither joined any political
party nor wrote any work analysing politics.53 In light of this, it is
not surprising that the available studies on Tahir provides no, or at
best very little, information about Tahir’s political attitude. The
reformists in Malaya, by and large, had a positive impression of the
British and regarded the Muslims as much better off under British
administration than they were under the feudalistic Malay rulers.
Sayyid Shaykh al-Hadi, Tahir’s colleague, even went to the extent
of likening the British with God’s army whose arrival to Malaya
brought about blessings to its people:
Indeed, the English are an army of God, the Lord of the worlds,
who has ordered them to come here to free us from darkness,
the prison of ignorance, injustice, wickedness, and cruelty of
our own rulers.54
Unlike Sayyid Shaykh al-Hadi who wrote extensively on the
contemporary social and political problems of the Malays, Tahir’s
original writings provided very little information about his attitude
towards the colonial powers. Therefore, attempts at constructing
Tahir’s attitude towards the British is seriously inhibited by the lack
of source material on the subject. Yet, in Tahir’s writings, there is no
indication that he expressed negative attitudes towards British
administrators. There is only one passage where Tahir made reference
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to British colonialism, and this passage showed his positive appraisal
of the British. This is apparent in his criticism of the existing religious
administration in Malaya, when Tahir  writes:
The great government, which protected this eastern country,
does not like to interfere in, far less to change, the religious
law and custom of the native people.55
Thus, it appears that Tahir shared with his reformist colleagues their
appreciation of the British rule. The reformists’ positive attitude
towards the British colonial rule was not difficult to understand.
The British adopted a cautious and accommodative policy towards
Islam in Malaya, which contributed to a relative harmonious
relationship between the colonial authority and the colonised.
Moreover, the British administrators provided a sanctuary for the
reformists in the Straits Settlements to propagate their ideas and
conduct their activities in the British enclaves.
As regard the Dutch colonial rule in his homeland, Tahir did not
hide his dislike for their rule. This can be partly attributed to the
different nature of the colonial rule between the Dutch East Indies
and British Malaya. Comparatively, the Dutch administrators adopted
more restrictive policy on Islam than the British in Malaya.
Furthermore, in West Sumatra, the Dutch authority crushed the last
bastion of the Padri warriors in 1838 and effectively established its
control throughout Minangkabau. As a Minangkabau, this must have
left a bitter taste in Tahir’s mouth. This attitude of anti-Dutch was
particularly apparent during his visit to Minangkabau in 1923 and
1927, where Tahir delivered fiery speeches against the Dutch, which
led to his arrest and imprisonment.
Conclusion
Tahir stands as the most eminent reformist Muslim scholar of his
generation. One principle underlying his religious writings is his
insistence on adherence to the pristine teachings of Islam. In order
to promote the “pristine” Islam, he wrote and engaged in debates
against the traditional ≤ulamÉ≥ who he believed were promoting
Islamic ritual laws, some of which deviated from the principles of
the Qur≥Én and Sunnah. With regard to Islamic faith, he became the
foremost spokesperson to renounce the AÍmadiyyah, which
introduced teachings that departed from the accepted set of Islamic
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beliefs as sanctioned by the Ahl al-Sunnah wal-JamÉ≤ah. Although
the salafÊ-form of Islamic laws, which do not adhere to the ShÉfi≤Ê,
were not accepted and even condemned by the traditional ≤ulamÉ≥,
his expertise in other areas of Islam such as Islamic faith, and
especially Islamic astronomy was universally recognized by Muslims
in Malaya. Indeed, he was the first to use logarithm in calculating
the Islamic calendar in Malaya.56 In light of his immense contribution
in the realm of astronomy, he is regarded as the father of Islamic
astronomy in Malaya. In appreciation of his immense contribution
to the field, the observatory centre officially launched in Penang, in
1991, was named Shaykh Tahir’s Astronomy Center. While Tahir
contributed significantly to the development of religious ideas in
colonial Malaya, his contribution to the socio-political discourse of
the time was meager at best.
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